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1. INTRODUCTION 
People have been wridng down what infants aod young cbildreD say al least 
&ince Darwin (1877). Two parallel lioes of development in this lime have 
iefluenced bow we traoscribe the data of cbildren•s language for UDders&aDdiog 
bow language is acquired. Ooe of these developments . bas been cooceptual: 
Th~ different questions lbal researcbers asked have influenced the sorts of data 
lbal were collected. At the same time, electronic innovations have provided 
iocre3singly more sopbisticaled equipment to supplement (but not replace) 
paper aod pencils. The purpose of this cbaplCr is to (a) discua these 
cooc~~ 4Dd procedural developments lbal influence conaemporaay 
~a:iooal research in child language. and (b) describe the rationale and 
procedures for the computer-as-Vsaed uanscriptioo and coding we do in my 
own labora&ory for the study of early language acquisition. 
2. OBSERVING AND PRESERVING THE DATAOF CHILD 
LANGUAGE 
Cooceptual and ~ influences on IDClbods of rescarcb n not 
indepeodent of one anodlCI'. There is an old adage: .. wbeo the only tool you 
have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail.•• The tools lbal we have 
detennine the way in which we approach a task and also determine the sorts of 
tasks lbal we consider feasible (Beckwilh. Bloom. Albury, Raqib. & Booth, 
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1985). At the same time, the questions that w~ &Sic and the tasks that we 
address ha'!e driven us to pursue alternative methods and means. 
This section briefly presents four main themes that provided background 
and rationale for the uanscription system described below. The first of these is 
the pervasive attention to only the spoken word for the study of Janguage 
during much of the last century of research. The second is the subsequent 
recognition of the importance of phenomena bidden within and between 
individuals for understanding both the nature of language and its development 
in young children. The third theme bas to do with the issue of selectivity that 
emerges whenever complex events are studied. And the fourth is a perspective 
on data ttanscription that evolved from these other themes to take advantage of 
the sophisticated tools available from parallel developments in electronics, 
notably the video recorder and the microprocessor. This is the separation of 
covariables approach to c'lmputer assisted transi;'.'i.ption that we use in our 
stt•dies of f"..lJfly langwige development.1 
2.~. The S!JC)k9n Wcrd 
Rx a very loc: time, the study of child langua~ was restricted to only the 
spoken w<J.-:-d. The ~.arlies~ research was the ~ study in which parent 
biographers made the heroic effort to catch and write down all of the sounds 
and words they beard their infants and young children say. With the rise of 
behaviorism ~n the 1930s, the reaction to these diary studies that.set in bad to 
do with.'.ssues Jf sample size and observer bias but not with the kinds of data 
they reported. These studies introduced controls over data collection in their 
effort to add experimental "rigor" to the enterpri~. Their goal was to 
determine "norms" of development rather than to chronicle the development 
of individual children. The result was an enormous number of studies that 
investigated language development by counting particular aspects of the 
speech of large numbers of children. The typical procedure was to collect a 
corpus of 50 or 100 utterances from children who differed in age, sex, sibling 
status, social and economic background, and the like. The features of these 
utterances were then described by counting such things as the number of 
· different sounds and words, or the number of nouns, verbs, and adjectives, or 
11be raeardl projcca 1bat ii rcfcned to here ii a loogiaudiaal study of lbe development of 14 illfallLI 
from 8 moDlbs to about 30 monlbs of a&e· 1be iafanll were lint bon, 7 girls and 7 boys, from 
''¥icd ethnic and economic back&rounds ia lbe New Y art area. Each want and mocber visited 
our labonlCry playroom every monlb and were visited ill lbeir homes each monlh until Ibey were 
15 monlbs old. Thia research bu been conducted wilb funds provided by 1be Spencer Fowadation 
and The Naliollal Science Foundation, f<X which we are grateful. This cbapcer was drawn from 
material ill lbe forthcomiDg book. Acqlliring IM Power of Exprusion: ConsciolUnus, Cognition. 
and Emolicn in Transilion/rom l'lfancy to lAnguage (Bloom, in press). 
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the length of sentences and whether they were complete or incomplete, simple. 
compound, or complex, and so forth. (See McCarthy, 1954, for a thorough 
review of this literature and Templin, 1957, for what is no doubt the best and 
probably the last effort in this era of research.) 
These studies were successful in that they provided the "developmental 
milestones" that are still widely used in pediatricians' offices, day~ 
settings, well-baby clinics, and the like. Moreover, we learned certain facts 
about infants' speech in the first 5 years of life that have endured and are still 
referred to in contemponuy research. However, in the 1950s, Roger Brown 
began a program of research in which be pointed out that the really important 
questions bad to do with the developments in children's knowledge that 
!>roduce tbe.-;banges in what they say (e.g., Brown. 1957). That knowledge 
includes the grammar of language. 
Linguists, at least in this cent•'!')', bad always operated with the assumption 
that language was rule-governed. But the galvanizing influence from 
lingt•istics on the search for the child's rule system was the theory of 
generative transformational grammar (Chomsky, 1957). The presumption was 
that children are learning a grammar when they acquire language, and the 
grammar they are learning is a uansformational ooe. The search for child 
grammar in the studies that followed sought evidence of grammatical rules · 
from the regularities in early two-word speech (e.g., Braine, 1963; Brown & 
Fraser, 1964; Miller & Ervin, 1964). The lasting insight in these studies was 
that the early word.combinations of children are, indeed, systematic. A small 
number of words are used frequently and in relativCly fixed position. with a 
larger number of other words, each of which occurs relatively infrequently and 
without predictable word order. However, the resulting 'grammars' were 
descriptions of the regularities in frequency and word order in children's 
speech. Even though the goal of research bad been to uncover the child's 
underlying rules of grammar, the data that were used in the endeavor still 
consisted of only the spoken word. 
2.2. Hidden Phenomena 
A linguistic fact assumes significance in relation to its "element of 
experience ... content or 'meaning"' (Sapir, 1921, p. 10). In 1968. I proposed 
that the meanings children express in their language learning efforts determine 
what they acquire of the grammar of a language. These meanings have to do 
with what the young child bas learned and is learning about objects, events, 
and relations in the world: 
A young child'• succcsa in learning to talk dcpeodl oo [the) ability to perceive 
llld organize the environment, the language that is a part of the environment, 
llld the relation between the two •••• Children learn to identify ccrtaio 
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grammatical relatiom and syntactic structures with the environmental and 
behavioral contexts in which they are pcn:civcd and then progress to 
reproducing approximatiom of beard structures in similar, rccwriog contexts. 
(Bloom, 1968/1970, pp. l, 233) 
If children acquire meaning from events in the context, then the context ought 
to be a preeminent source of information about the meanings that children 
express. I suggested, therefore, that we attend to and use inf ormatioo from the 
context of children's utterances in our efforts to learn bow and what children 
are learning about language. This meant going beyond tbe spoken word and 
inquiring into the underlying meaning of the "'<IJl'ds as inferred from what 
, children talk about. The suggestion was taken up by Roger Brown, who 
coined the term rich inlerpretalion for wh21 ~.Dle ~.be dOmioaot method for 
pursuing t!le.meanings hidden iA early sperAl (Bm·vn. 1973). 
Rich interprelalion is not without its detractors. In the mid-1960s, when I 
was doing the original research on which my 1968 dissertation was based, no 
one wanted to admit evidence about meaning into the study of language. In 
lingui~~cs, from Bloomfield through Chomsky, the domain of meaning bad 
been avoided like the plague. And still today ··1~ ha·•e those who feel that what 
is bidder ;n the child is not admissable euide::-ce for the language acquisition 
enterprise. Nevertheless, we do know thal individuals provide us with a variety 
of signals that let us know what they are thinking and feeling, and what 
individual3 •.bink o<a.nd feel is what they express ia language (Bloom, in press; 
Bloom & Beckwith, 1986). We mak~ use 'lf th~se kinds of signals quite 
readily and easily in all of our everyday interactions with one another. Indeed, 
once context was introduced into the study of language acquisition, not only 
the meaning of an individual utterance, but developments in pragmatics and 
the unfolding of discourse between individuals could be studied by attention to 
"language in context" (Bates, 1976). Moreover, the contexts of language 
acquisition include not only the immediate circumstances that surround acts of 
expression and interprelalioo, but, indeed, the larger cultural world view of the 
individuals in a society (Schieffelin, 1979). 
Io sum, contemporary research that takes a developmental perspective is 
conducted with the fundamental assumption that language is acquired in 
connection with other developments and events in the life of the young 
language-learning child. Children acquire the sounds, words, structures, and 
discourse processes of a language against a background of other cognitive, 
social, and affective developments. Io short, we now recognize the importance 
of paying attention to a great deal else beside the spoken word in our efforts to 
understand language development. This recognition bas paid off in that we 
know much more than ever before about the ·language learning process. 
However, we have also bad to deal with important conceptual issues 
concerning our methods for deciding what we use as data and bow. 
2.3. Selectivity2 
Individuals observe and interpret what children do every day, by necessity, in 
order to inreract with them, and they rarely think about it. But as researchers 
we have to establish a certain distance from what children do so that we can 
think about it, describe it, and, hopefully, contribute to explaining iL One 
reasonable goal might be to approach the task without regard to any 
expeclalioos that we might have. "On the observational level, the main-one 
could say the only-rule is that all facts would be carefully observed and 
described, without allowing any theoretical preconception to decide_ whether 
some are more important than others" (Levi-Strauss, 1963, p. 272). 
However, our preconceptions cannot help but create and influence our 
expeclalioos, as many people have pointed out. 
For both logical and practical reasons, there can be no such thing as pun: 
observation .• . one' a ideal evolve with one's rcscarcb, reading and 
tbiokiog .... [11rying to put oocsclf at sufficient distance for clear vision is like 
trying to leap over one's shadow .. . . [Accordingly,~ have to] start out with 
selection of one out of an infinite number of possible descriptive strategics, in 
accordance with wbateva one's wits and cxpcricocc offer as the best bet (Beer, 
1973, pp. 49, 54). 
We are then. as researchers, the products of our own intellectual hisUJries, 
and these cannot help but influence our view of the evidence. Such selectivity, 
on the whole, is not only to be expected, but even encouraged, as Ochs (1979) 
pointed out. How else is our current and future work to benefit from what we 
already know about children, language, and the acquisition process? However, 
the researcher needs to be aware of the flltering process and take such inherent 
selectivity into explicit account. Moreover, "the problems of selective 
observation are not eliminated with the use of recording equipment. They are 
simply delayed until the moment at which the researcher sits down to 
transcribe the material from the audio- or videotape" (Ochs, 1979, p. 44). 
As. soon as we make a recording we have begun a process of data reduction, 
which is another sort of selectivity. Whether recorded by band or by audio or 
video electronics, something is necessarily left out of the record. The 
microphone and the camera, much less the eye, the ear, and the band, can 
never preserve the detail, nuance, and complex circumstances of events. 
Transcription reduces electronically recorded data even more drastically. and 
provides a serious constraint on the available information. Quite simply, 
21D Ibis ledioa, I borrow heavily from a commentary thal I wrote some yean aao cooc:maiDa lhe 
MXX111ollbility of evidence iD 5IUdies of child language, · iD lhe Mooographl of lbe Sociely for 
Jlaan:h iD Child Developlneoa (Bloom. 1974). 
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copying the richness of tone and detail that can be preserved on tape. as 
reduced as it is from the original event. is an impossible cask. The process of 
transcription, then, provides the real moment of lruth for the observer. 
In sum, transcription presents two problems. The first is the set of biases 
and distortions that creep in because of the necessarily selective view of the 
observer. The second is the massive data reduction that results from the sheer 
physical limitations, through no fault of their own, of electronic devices that 
make the record to preserve the data and of persons who do the ttanscribing. 
The system of transcription I describe below was created in the effort ao 
minimize these problems. 
2.4. Separation of Covariablas 
!!! effect.. a ~.ch ·mterpretation depends on "lean transcription." Not only is it 
il'>peless IO attempt ao capture everything on a recording, but too much detail 
in a trar$Crlpt produces clutter and distraction (Ochs, 1979). Further, the 
uanscr!;>tioc must. necessarily, aim ao represent a description of events, rather 
tlum an interpretation (Bloom & Lahey, 1978). Admittedly, the bounds for 
Pmowing where description ends and interpretation begins are probably not 
definable. Indeed, one miiht well say that any description is by nature a form 
of interpretation. The point is, however, to aim at preServing the data in such a 
way as ao allow for different analyses and different resulting interpretations. 
The following example is trivial, but only OD its surface: 
A 1-year-old picks up a small block, says more, puts it OD top of a 
bigger block, smiles, and looks at her mother, who smiles back. 
This e11ent might be interpreted in many ways. At the minimum, we might 
want to say something like "initiates activity," "builds a tower," "expresses 
recurrence," or "expresses pleasure" to capture what happened. However, 
these or any other evaluations of the event must come from what we have 
preserved in our ttaoscript after the fact. H all we recorded in the ttaoscript 
was something like "initiates activity" or "expresses recurrence," we would 
not be able ao use the uanscript to make other interpretations. For example, 
the timing of the baby's smile, in relation to saying the word more and the 
actions with the blocks, is highly relevant to several theoretical concerns. The 
baby's smile could be interpreted as, again at the minimum, an act of social 
referencing or, alternatively, a smile of recognition or accomplishment. The 
fact that the baby did not smile before or at the same time as saying more is 
relevant IO understanding the way these two systems of expression, affect and 
speech, come together in the single-word period (Bloom & Beckwith, 1989). 
In other words, if one transcribes a piece of behavior only according to its 
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meaning, its function, or its effect. then the information about the event that 
might contribute to an additional or an alternative interpretation is lost. 
When we began to use audiotape recorders, and our research was confined 
IO only the spoken word, we worried about the accuracy with which we 
represented what was said. For example, we bad IO decide whether ao 
uanscribe orthographically or phonetically, and if phonetically, bow broad or 
narrow a phonetic transcription. When we began to include information from 
the context in the transcription so that we could interpret something about 
meaning, we took notes at the time of recording, and then tried to fill in the 
contextual delails surrounding what was said at the time of ttaoscription. The 
introduction of the video recorder seemed, at first. ao solve all our problems. 
We could use the video data instead of laking notes or trying to remember 
events and circumst8nces in the context. Our fust video transcriptions were, in 
effect. modeled after our audio transcriptions and 4iffeted only in the added 
detail (e.g., Bloom, 1973; Bloom & Lahey, 1978). 
However, a video record presents other sorts of problems. The amount of 
detail that is preserved on video tape is, quite literally, enormous, even though 
the information present in the original event is necessarily reduced in the sense 
described above. This detail can be overwhelming IO the researcher in trying 
IO decide what IO include and what ao leave out of the transcription. In the 
effort to preserve a description in the transcript rather than an interpretation, 
we could easily be engulfed by the delails. 3 
In our current research, we have not attempted a full transcription of all 
relevant behaviors and accompanying contexts, which bas been the standard 
operating procedure with audio and video data. Instead, we have pulled the 
video record apart. exploded it. so to speak, and separated out the variables of 
interest according ao one or another research question. The advantage of 
having the video record is that it is impervious IO these operations that we 
perform OD it. This was pointed out as long ago as 1935 by Gesell, who 
pioneered in using film IO study infant development: 
The behavior record becomes as pliant to dissection as a piece of tisslic. Any 
phase or strand of behavior may be exposed to view. H the view is ao intricate 
one it may be repeated numerous times without in anyway damaging the 
original record. Herc the dissection of behavior forms bas a striking advantage 
over anatomical dissection. Bodily tissue suffers from the scalpel. but the 
integrity and conformation of behavior cannot be destroyed by repeated 
observation. A behavior form can be disscctcd over and over again in 
'The level of detail preaerved Oil video caa alao be ICductive ia leadiJla lbe lrUllCriber clowD oae or 
aaodlcr garden path. The effect of wllebiag a small scnp of aa iatenctioa over and ovec 11aia ill 
IO reveal some iaaedibly f111C delails. The resuk is oflea a severe narrowing of foeu1 and 
exceuive .aealioa IO whal may tuna out to be, ia lbe fuaal analysis, irrelevaa&. 
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incn:uing detail without loss of form. (Qese~ .. -~935, p. 6; quoted in Beckwith 
et al., 1985) 
Thus, more than 50 years ago, Gesell anticipated C!ae way .in which we have 
exploited the technology available to us today. We car sq>arate the variables 
for examinatioq t.o study the relationships between them in many different 
ways without SCk."rificing lhe integrity of the original record. 
If we return to the mother-infant episode above, we can see what Ibis 
means. Our research project concerns developments in cognition and affect 
expression in relation tc the transition from infancy to language. The relevant 
variables in our research ~ far have included child speech, molher speech, lhe 
situation accompanying molher speech, child affect expression, molher 
response to child affect expression, child object play, child object search, and 
so forth. Certain of the questions we ask have centered on object play as a 
windOw on developments in cognition (e.g., Lifter & Bloom, 1989), and. on 
affect expressior• in relation to the emergence of expression through speech 
(e.g., Bloom, Beckwilh, Capatides, & Hafitz, 1987). Wilh data such as in the 
example above, we separate the covariables in independent passes through lhe 
video record and transcribe or code (a) child speech (more), (b) child affect 
expression (a smile wilh + 1 intensity), (c) molher response to child affect 
expression (a smile wilh +2 intensity), (d) child object constructions (putting 
one block on another). and so forth. Independent coders are assigned to 
transcribe or code only one variable at a time. For instance, one person would 
only ttanscribe child speech; anolher would only code child affect expression. 
The beauty of lhe system is lhat we can go on to code or transcribe however 
many variables we would need, bounded only by the conceptual issues lhat we 
pursue (and the vagaries of available funding). 
3. A PLAN FOR COMPUTER-ASSISTED TRANSCRIPTION4 
3.1. The computer system 
Because lhe variables in lhe stream of activity do, iD fact, covary, we had to 
have a way of putting lhem back together again. This is the distinctive feature 
of lhe system. The system we devised uses state of the art (circa 1981) 
equipment and is schematized in Fig. 6.1. The hardware is eilher still 
commercially available or reproducible iD some olher way. At lhe time of the 
original observation, lhe audio signal from lhe interaction is recorded on one 
sound track of the stereo video tape while a computer-readable audio time 
code is recorded on lhe olher. Videotape runs at 30 frames per second and lhe 
4nai.1 seccioG COG&aiDI IDlferial prCICDICd oriJiaally iD Bectwida, ct al. (I 98S). 
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timecode generator (SMPfE FOR-A) lays down a unique discrete audio signal 
for each frame, lhat is, 30 times every second. At the time of playback, the 
videodeck (Sony stereo Betamax) is interfaced wilh a microprocessor (Apple _II ~ 
Plus) via a timecode reader. This entails a simple multiplexing circuit made to · 
connect lhe 32-bit timecode readers wilh the 8-bit Apples. 
The Apple controls the videodeck, turning it on, moving it forward or 
backward, slowing or speeding lhe playback, freezing the frame, and so on. 
More important, the Apple can also read lhe timecode, giving it the ability to 
find any particular frame in the recorded observation. 
A CQder sits at the Apple keyboard watching lhe video monitor and decides 
when a behavior occurs lhat is relevant to the variable being e<_>ded. The coder 
uses the keyboard to stop the playback and then must decide on which frame 
the behavior begins and/or ends. This is done by telling the computer to move 
lhe videotape forward or backward a specific number of frames un~ the .· 
desired frame is targeted. Accuracy in determining onset and offset umes. 
after training, is remarkably high. For example, the mean discrepancy 
between pairs of independent coders was 2 video frames (.07 second) for 
speech onset time and 5 video frames (.17 second) for speech offseL The 
accuracy in finding onset time of an affect expression was somewhat less due 
to the fact that several kinds of cues were used to code affect ·(i.e., facial 
expression, body tension, affective vQcali:ratioo). The mean discrepancy in 
1100:15:45:291 0 0 0 
Timeoocle _., 1~ [il] 
~ 
·1111111 MoMor loooOI .,.Video• 
ulio2 
Timeoode 9ignlll hom _.,nck 1 [DJ ~to NmOle ~jllck 1: T t 
Oeooded lime- sw..o ~~ 1--code •igNll ~ I~ 1~ Vicleolape Oeok ....... I----' DODOO 00 00 
Coding Station 
Fig. 6.1. Schematic representation of coding equipment. 
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locating affect onset was 16 frames (.50 second). (lbe offset of an affect 
expression was the onset of the next expression because affect was coded as a 
continuous variable.) 
When the onset or offset fram~ .is found, the ~ enters an edit mode and 
types in the data. Data can be entered as a string oc up to 255 characters and 
can include anything that can be typed. 'The four columus on the computer 
monitor in Fig. 6.1 (here labeled 001. 002, and so forth) represent any four of 
the 135 separately coded variables that the system is capable of handling. At 
the time of transcription, the researcher can call up any three variables in order 
to code a fourth variable. For instance, in coding· the situation that molhers' 
sentences were about (Beckwith, 1988). the coder asked the computer to locate 
.each mother sentence in column 002 and then typed in the situation code in 
columnOSO. 
Once entered, . the data are stored in files that are ordered sequentially 
according to time code. An extract from a data file is presented in Fig. 6.2. 
Each line in the file represents one record. F.ach record has three fields. The 
first field is a hexadecimal number (two columns) that identifies the particular 
variable coded (child speech is 01, mother speech is 02. and so forth). The 
second field in the record is a hexadecimal number (six columns) that 
represents the frame count for hour. minute. second, frame. The third field 
consists of text of variable length (up to 255 characters). This text may be 
transcription of speech or any one of a number of codes that we have devised 
for representing the information from different data variables. 
The coded data can . be manipulated to (a) generate a hard copy transcript 
for traditional sorts of descriptive analyses and (b) perform a variety of 
quantitative analyses for statistical treatments. 
3.2. Generating a Transcript 
Because the data are stored electronically, they are flexible for manipulation 
before outpuL Thus. transcripts can be set up in any number of ways with 
different combinations of the separate coding passes. Moreover, because the 
computer can read the timecode and every coding decision is associated with a 
time of onset and/or offset, the separate codes can be merged sequentially. 
The merging produces an integrated account with the relevant behaviors lined 
up according to the original temporal relations between them. An example of 
such a computer-generated transcript is presented in Fig. 6.3 using the data 
from the example in Fig. 6.2. The codes represented in the data displayed in 
the two figures are explained briefly in Table 6.1. 
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01 CHILD SPEECH 
02 MOTHER SPEECH 
04 CHILD SEARCH 
05 CHILD OBJECT PLAY 
14 CHILD AFFECT 
19 CHILD SPEECH CONTENT 
32 MOTHER SENTENCEJSITUATION 
19 005325 v:a<go(bft In (alid!Hn))>dln 
01 005325 lnl 
01 005337 
02 005340 In?/ 
02 005342 N 
02 00534E 
05 0056357 CO-SN-IM-GE-NA-NA . 
32 00535A [GOkENTITY • child)(CAUSE • child)(SRCE • NIL)(PATH •NIL) 
(DEST • lllde-ln) 
02 00535A You can put the bO'f lnJ 
02 00537C 
32 00539F [GOkENTITY • bft)(CAUSE • child)(SRCE • NIL)(PATH •NIL) 
(DEST•llide-ln) 
02 00539F Boy lnJ 
02 005386 
19 005407 v:a<go(nt In (alid!Hn))>flkl 
01 o054o7 In/ 
01 005419 
32 00541D [GOkENTITY • fff)(CAUSE • child)(SRCE • NIL)(PATH •NIL) 
(DEST -sllde-ln) 
02 00541 D Put the man inJ 
02 005430 
05 00547 A CO-SN-IM-GE-NA-IM 
19 005483 v:a<go(tn in (alid!Hn))>dln 
01 005483 in/ 
01 005498 
32 0054A5 [GOkENTITY • child)(CAUSE • child)(SRCE • NIL)(PATH •NIL) 
(DEST•mff) 
02 0054A5 Go get the, yeah, go get the rJdJ 
140054AC+1 
04 0054D5 l.0-XC-NA-NA-MR-AR-GE 
02 005409 
32 0054DD [GO](ENTITY • mfl&fff&df)(CAUSE • child)(SRCE • NIL)(PATH •NIL) 
(DEST • slide-In) 
02 0054DD Put them all inJ 
02 0054F4 
FIG. 6.2. Data file example. (Note: The duration of this example is 15 
seconds, 13 frames. See Table 6.1 for a description of these codes.) 
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Table 6.1 
Explanations of Example Codes in Data File and Transcription 
19 CHILD SPEECH CONTENT 
19 005325 v:a<go(bff in (slide-in))>d/n 
=a child volition (v:) that is achieved (a) to put the boy family figure (bff) 
into (in) the interior space of the slide (slide-in); said during the action (d) 
and not directed (n) to the mother. 
05 CHILD OBJECT PLAY 
05 005357 CO-SN-IM-GE-NA-NA 
=a construction (CO), without support (SN), that was an imposed (IM), 
general (GE) relation; (NA) = not applicable 
04 CHILD SEARCH 
04 0054D5 LO-XC-NA-NA-MR-AR-GE 
=locating one object (LO), in order to construct a relation (XC), which 
mother had suggested (MR), when the child was attending to another 
object (AR), and the resulting relation was a general one (GE); (NA) = 
not applicable 
14 CHILD AFFECT 
14 005342N 
=neutral affect expression; only onset times coded because affect 
expression was coded as a continuous variable (onset of an expression 
= onset of the previous expression) 
14 CHILD AFFECT 
14 0054AC +1 
=affect expression with positive valence and low level intensity 
32 MOTHER SENTENCE/SITUATION 
32 0054DD (GO)(ENTITIY = mff&fff&cff)(CAUSE = child)(SRCE = NIL) 
(PATH= NIL) (DEST= slide-in) 
=the child (CAUSE) moving ([GO]) the mother, father, and child family 
figures (ENTITIY = mff &fff &Cff) to the interior of the slide (DEST = slide-
in); (SRCE) =source; (PATH)= path; (NIL)= not applicable 
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This example of a ttanscript reproduces the five separate columns 
conlaining (a) ttanscription of child speech. (b) the code for the underlying 
cognitive representation attributed to child speech, (c) mother speech. (d) the 
situation code for mothers' sentences, and (e) child object play. Each entry in 
each column is associated with the times of onset and offset (for child and 
mother speech) or the times of onset (for the two codes associated with child 
and mother speech and for object play). The five columns are integrated with 
one another sequentially according to the timestamp. This restores the 
temporal relations that existed among child and molher speech and child object 
. play at the time of the observation in the original video recording. 
A uanscript such as this one can be used in much the same way as a 
ttaditional transcription. We can examine the unfolding of events in regard to 
one or another research question, perform descriptive analyses, generate new 
hypotheses, and so forth. In addition, however, because the data are 
electronically stored, the computer can also perform many of the data analyses 
we need. 
3.3. 'Juartitative Analyses to Assess Qualitative Domains 
The coded data are ttansferred from the Apples onto an IBM-PC and stored in 
a standard form-delimited ASCII-that allows access from any number of 
different programs. Most recently, we have developed software for converting 
the data into database format using DBASE+ (Ashton-Tate) run by the Oipper 
Compil~ (Nantucke~~. This allows us to run a variety of data manipulation 
programs. 
Most simply, the different codes within a variable can be counted to look at 
relative frequencies and contingent probabilities. We know, for example, as a 
result of several such analyses, how frequently our subjects expressed positive 
and negative affect; the relative time spent in nonoeutral, positive, and 
negative affect expression; and their average duration (reported in Bloom, 
Beckwith, & Capatides, 1988). We also know bow the children's ages at 
cer1aio language milestones (a) correlate with these measures of affect 
expression (reported in Bloom & Capatidcs, 1987), and (b) correspond to 
developments in object play (reported in Lifter & Bloom, 1989). We have 
looked at the relative frequency of expression of different kinds of meaning 
content through affect and words in the single-word period (reported in Bloom, 
Beckwith, Capatides, & Hafitz, 1987). In studies of later developments in the 
children's multiword speech, we have reported bow they acquired the 
distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs (Rispoli & Bloom, 1988), 
and the correspondence between the sentence types in mother and child speech 
(Beckwith, 1988). In still other studies of how the mothers in our sample have 
influenced their children's development, we have studied the mothers' 
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behaviors that surround their children's affect expression (Capatides, 1990) 
and play with objects (Hamer, Bloom, & Gronell, 1991). 
But. in addition, we can loot very carefully at the timing of one behavior 
relative to another. Thus far, we have done this for expression through affect 
and speech and been able to show how the two systems-one of which (affect) 
has been in place since early infancy and the other (speech) is just emerging-
come together in the single-word period (reported in Bloom & Beckwith, 
1989). The system would also allow us to loot at this contingency in the 
multiword period, as well as other contingencies, such as between mother 
speech and child speech and gaze. Most recently, we have looked at the 
profiles of speech and affect expression in the moments before and after 
episodes of object play (Bloom, Tmker, &-Beckwith, forthcoming). 
To be sure, very many qualitative phenomena will always resist such 
qpaotitative ttea1menL This is to be expected whenever we delve into the 
domain of human expression. Nevertheless, in our efforts to understand how 
young children acquire the power of expression we must, of necessity, make 
the relevant phenomena accessible for study. This means recording the 
phenomena so as to preserve them in the first place, and ttansforming the 
recording for the analyses that we do. The plan for computer-assisted 
transcription described here has made use of the technology that is currently 
available in order to respond to the problems of selectivity in ttanstription 
cited earlier. 
4. CLOSING THE GAP 
This chapter has continued the dialog, begun in Bloom (1974) and laken up by 
Ochs (1979) and Beckwith et al. (1985), concerning the accountability of 
evidence in child language research. The problems of selectivity in 
ttanscription will always be with us. However, we believe that we have 
succeeded in making at least modest progress toward closing the gap between 
an act of expression and the record we make of it in our efforts to understand 
it. 
On the face of it, separating the covariables that are conlaioed in an act of 
expression in order to attend to only ooe variable at a time would seem to be a 
radical reduction of the data indeed. However, separation of covariables is not 
the same as isolating the variables, because we oecessarily auend to wbalever 
surrounds the target variable in making coding decisions regarding iL 
Furthermore, separating a variable for the purpose of coding or ttanscription 
assures us that we have preserved the integrity of that particular variable 
beyond what would be possible if we tried attending to many or even several 
aspects of behavior at the same time. The effect of narrowing the focus in this 
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way is to enlarge the view we have of the target variable. enabling us to see it 
more clearly and consider it more carefully. Io addition. ttanscriptioo 
problems having to do with ttaioing and reliability are far more manageable 
than they would otherwise be. But most important. we can always add 
variables. Our transcript is never limited by whatever questions or concerns 
motivated our research at one particular time. Thus. separation of covariables 
reduces the data only IO enlarge our view of the evidence. 
Two other factors contribute to our confidence that we avoid at least some 
of the susceptibility to investigator bias inherent in observational research. 
The use of coders and transcribers who are uninformed as to the research 
questions and hypotheses in one or another study reduees the threat that we 
will tend toward interpretation rather than description in the decisions that are 
made during transcription. Another factor is the delicate balance in confidence 
we have between persons and machines for making decisions regarding timing 
in events. Persons make the original decisions regarding onset and/or offset of 
a particular piece of the action. But machines are far more adept than persons 
at putting the pieces of the action back together again. 
Io sum. the system for coding and ttanscription described here is an 
example of how conceptual developments in the field and developments in 
technology came together in the last two decades of child language research. 
Studying language in context. and studying the development of language in the 
context of other developments in the child. require that we preserve far more 
than just the spoken word in the record we make of the data we collecl 
Nonindustrial video recording became available at just about the time that 
context was introduced into the study of child language in the late 1960s. A 
video record confronts us with an overwhelming amount of information. even 
recognizing how much is lost in the inevitable reduction of the data that occurs 
through recording. The resulting problems of selectivity for transcription have 
begun to seem more manageable with the development of the microprocessor 
and personal computers in the last 10 years. We wonder how the ways in 
which we study children's language might change in the 21st century as a 
result of what we learn from our present research and the developments in 
technology to come. 
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Appendix A.1 
CONVENTIONS FOR TRANSCRIPTION OF 
CHILD LANGUAGE RECORDINGS 1 
1. All speech by the child and all speech to the child or within the child's hearing is 
fully transcribed on paper divided by a vertical line. Utterances by the child 
appear on the right side. Utterances by other speakers appear on the left. The 
person is identified by an initial (M for Mommy, L for Lois, D for Daddy, etc.). 
Information about the situational context also appears on the left and is enclosed 
in parentheses. 
(M takes cookie from bag; 
offering it to A) 
M: Look what I have/ 
(A taking cookie) cookie/ 
2. An action or event that occurs simultaneously with the child utterance appears on 
the same line with that utterance. 
CE banging blocks together) crash/ 
3. When an utterance precedes or follows an action or event, the utterance appears 
on the preceding or succeeding line. 
(E throws block) 
no block/ 
(E picks up another block) 
more/ 
4. Note the differential use of verb tenses in describing the situations: progressive 
for simultaneous action; simple present for actions or events that precede or 
follow an utterance. 
5. For situational information accompanying utterances by someone other than the 
child, use the same verb tense conventions, but utterances and description can, 
of course, succed one another on different lines since there is rarely enough 
space to put both on the same line. 
'Prepared in collaboration with Lois Hood, and Patsy Lightbown. 
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(L reaching in bag) 
L: Do you know what I have? 
(L pulls out truck) 
L: I think I'll make the truck go under 
the bridge/ 
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6. Utterances that succeed each other immediately-WITH NO CHANGE IN SITUA-
TION-follow each other on the same line. 
(G reaching for box of cookies) more/ more/ cookie/ 
If there is any change in situation, the utterances appear on different lines. 
(G reaching for box of cookies ; more/ 
taking box off counter; more/ 
reaches in ; 
pulling out cookie) cookie/ 
When in doubt about the situational context, use separate lines. 
Punctuation 
7. For utterances of child and other speakers, the usual sign of utterance boundary 
is a slash (/). The boundary is determined by length of pause before the next 
utterance and by its apparent terminal contour. The judgment is sometimes very 
difficult to make. With older children and adults, the slash may be considered 
equivalent to a period, but it is important to make each judgment carefully and as 
objectively as possible. 
8. Utterances by adult or child may be followed by an exclamation mark. When a 
child utterance is exclamatory, it should be followed by both an exclamation 
mark and the usual slash. 
(Peter takes tire off car) 
there!/ finish/ 
9. Adult questions are indicated by question marks. For the child utterance, 
however, there are two different ways of indicating that an utterance has question 
form. For Wh questions, a question mark may be used. 
(P looking in toy bag) where's a car?/ 
When a child utterance seems to be a question because it has rising intonation, 
it should be followed by a rising arrow ( t ) instead of a question mark. 
(P shaking empty box) no more in there t I 
Even for a "well-formed" yes/no question (i.e., one with subject-verb inversion), 
the arrow to indicate rising intonation is more informative than a simple question 
mark. 
(K meeting L at door) did you bring the toys today t I 
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In either case, a slash should also be used to mark the utterance boundary 
clearly. 
10. A pause within an utterance is indicated by a dot("). 
(E trying to fit peg in l'lole) put ·this one in/ 
11 . A long pause between utterances within the same general situation is indicated 
by horizontal dots across the center line. 
wheel goes in there/ 
(P tries to get wheel on car) 
(P succeeds) 
there!/ 
12. A long pause between utterances where there is a change in the general 
situation is marked by three vertical dots on the center line. 
(G trying to stack blocks) Gia make a house/ 
(G running to kitchen) juice!/Gia drink juice/ 
13. A colon is used to indicate that an utterance or word is drawn out. 
(E trying to fit large block no :/ 
inside small one) 
14. A curving arrow is used when there is some kind of utterance boundary, but the 




15. Stress marks indicate strongly emphasized words. 
L: Do you want this one? (L giving 
G a blue disc) no!/ 
(G reaching for red one L is 
holding) that one/ 
Capltallzatlon 
16. Names are capitalized. Initial letter of child utterance is not. Initial letter of adult 
utterance may be. 
Other "Punctuation" 
17. An utterance may be followed by falling arrow ( i) when it is important to 
emphasize the fact that the utterance had falling terminal contour. 
(P looking in toy bag ; wheel t I 
pulls out tire for car) 
wheel i I 
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18. When a child or other speaker suddenly interrupts their own utterance-
apparently leaving the utterance unfinished-a line( __ ) indicates the abrupt 
stop. 
L: Do you want some __J 
(E picks up cup and spills juice) 
19. When a child or other speaker interrupts their own utterance apparently to 
change or correct it, a "self-correct" symbol (sic) is used. 
L: Those are your .le my toys/ 
don't sic ;i want toys/ 
20. An unintelligible utterance or portion of an utterance is indicated by three dashes 
(- - - ). If possible, a phonetic transcription is used instead. 
(E pushing over house of blocks, 
making loud crash) no more/---/ house/ 
Abbreviations 
21. When a child or other speaker repeats their own utterance completely and 
exactly, an X is used to show the repetition. Any change in the utterance must be 
indicated, including clear changes in intonation. 
L: Be careful/ XI 
(P touching tape recorder) open/ XIX I 
XII 
22. When an adult repeats a child 's utterance, an equal sign(=) is used to show the 
repetition. When a child repeats an adult utterance, however, the child's 
utterance is written in full, even if the repetition is exact. An equal sign can never 
represent a child utterance, although an equal sign may be placed next to the 
utterance to indicate that it is a repetition of an adult utterance. 
two cookies/ 
M: =/ I only see one in there/ 
one in there/= 
23. The symbol # may be used to indicate that there is material on lhe tape that is 
not transcribed. It can only appear on the left side and usually represents 
conversations between adults. The symbol is only used when it is reasonable to 
















These abbreviations may be useful for behavior that 
occurs fairly frequently. The abbreviation should 
appear on the left side of the line. 
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Labeling 
25. Pages should be numbered front and back, with numbers in upper right corner. 
26. In order to make it easier to locate material on the tape, a number should be 
placed in the right margin every time the counter on the tape recorder registers a 
multiple of 50. 
27. Every time a new tape or a new side of a tape is started, the tape number, side 
number (1 or 2) and the date and time of the recording session (if different from 
the previous tape or side) should be indicated. 
Appendix A.2 
ADDENDUM TO CONVENTIONS FOR 
TRANSCRIPTION OF CHILD LANGUAGE 
RECORDINGS: PROCEDURES FOR 
TRANSCRIBING VIDEO RECORDED DATA1 
The aim is to transcribe all speech by the chi ld (column 3) and to the child or 
within his or her hearing (column 2), to describe the accompanying nonverbal 
behaviors of the child (column 4) and of other speakers (column 1 ), and to record 
information about the context in which the verbal and nonverbal behaviors occur 
(column 1). The format is illustrated below. Persons oth~r than the child are identified 
by an initial (e.g., D for Debbie, J for Jerry). Descriptions of nonverbal behaviors and 





(D giving block to 
S) 
Column 2 
Utterances of other 
speakers 
D: here's the block/ 
Recording Nonverbal Behavlor2 
Colume 3 Colume 4 
Child utterances Child behaviors 
block// (S accepting block) 
1. Nonverbal behaviors consist primarily of actions and gestures. The 
abbreviation [gs] is used for gestures followed by a description of the 
type of gesture, for example, 
([gs] arms straight up over head) 
Facial expressions may be included, but are optional. 
1 Prepared by Peggy Miller, Lorraine Rocissano. Karin Lifter, and Ellen Tanouye. 
'The following includes frequently used descriptive terms. 
(1) Inspect-to explore visually. 
(2) Examine-to explore visually and manually. 
(3) Extend-to hold out arm at shoulder level, with or without an object ; often an object is extended 
toward someone in a " display" or " showing" gesture. 
(4) Gi-io transfer an object from the giver's hand to a recipient; " give" is d istinguished from 
" extend" as follows: (a) an object is always involved; (b) the action is " completed ;" that is, another 
person received the object. 
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2. The temporal ordering of utterances and behaviors is represented in the following 
ways. 
a. Utterances or behaviors occurring simultaneously appear on the same line; two 
or more simultaneous behaviors performed by the same person appear on the 
same line, separated by commas. 
b. Utterances or behaviors occurring successively appear on successive lines. 
1 2 
(M entering room) M: Where's your 
truck?/ 
3 4 
on table/ (putting block aside) 
(approaches table, smiles) 
3. Direction of the child's gaze is noted whenever possible, using the following set of 
symbols. 
a. Gaze directed toward an object:,11 . 
b. Gaze directed toward a person: D , where D is the persons's initial. 
c. Gaze directed toward camera: · . 
d. Shifting gaze: EJ . 
e. Cannot be determined: [2] . 
Each utterance is followed immediately by one of the above symbols, indicating the 
direction of gaze that accompanies the utterance. "Accompanies" is defined as 
"roughly simultaneous" with the utterance. Finer temporal discriminations (e.g., shift 
of gaze immediately prior to onset of utterance versus during utterance) are not 
made. 
1 2 3 4 
(stringing beads) 
want cookie/0 (turning toward M) 
(M sitting at M: you want a 
table) cookie?/ 
4. Optional. Record direction of gaze of other speakers, using procedures in number 
3 above. 
5. Direction of child's gaze following (in response to) another speaker's utterance is 
noted whenever possible, immediately following the speaker's utterance using the 
following set of symbols. 
a. Gaze directed toward an object: @O'iD . 
b. Gaze directed toward a person: (!!)',where D is the person's initial. 
c. Gaze directed toward camera: 0 . 
d. Shifting gaze: 8 . 
e. Cannot be determined: (1) . 
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In the above example ~ and l;tablel represent the same gaze (indicated by 







(approjti'kf: table, oo ) 
6. Pointing gestures made by the child are represented as follows, with the direction 
of the gesture enclosed in parentheses. 
a. Pointing toward an object:~-
b. Pointing toward a person:~ where K is the person's initial. 
c. Pointing toward camera: ~ ' 
d. Cannot be determined:~ -
If a pointing gesture accompanies a child utterance, the appropriate symbol is 
written above the utterance in column 3. "Accompanies'.' is defined as "roughly 
simultaneous" with the utterance. Finer temporal, discriminations (e.g., pointing 
immediately prior to onset of utterance versus during utterance) are not made. 
1 2 3 4 
(ball) 
---+ 
ball/ (walking toward ball) 
If a pointing gesture does not accompany a child utterance, the appropriate 
symbol is written in column 4, along with other nonverbal behaviors. 
1 2 3 
baby eat/ 
4 
(putting cookie to 
doll's mouth) 
(turning toward juice 
~) 








(putting cookie to 
doll's mouth) 
(turning toward juice 
~) 
Note here that the action and pointing gesture are successive. 
7. Optional. Record pointing gestures made by other speakers, using procedures in 
number 6 above. 
Recording Utterances 
1. An idiosyncratic pronunciation of a word is indicated with an asterisk as in the 
following example where "truck" is pronounced "kuk". 
1 2 3 4 
truck/* 
2. An adult's misinterpretation of a child's utterance is indicated with a check. 
1 2 3 4 
wait a minute/ 
want mine t /j 
3. Guesses about the form of unintelligible utterances are followed by a question 





- - -I 
4 
1. An arrow is drawn from one line to the next when an utterance is too long for the 
space provided. 
1 2 
do you want) 
'lo go to the) 
woo'fl 
3 4 
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2. The exact repetition of a nonverbal behavior is indicated by an "X" enclosed in 
parentheses. If the actor is someone other than the child, the actor's initial is also 
given. 
1 










3. A small diagram of the room and of the subjects' positions relative to one another 
is drawn at the top of each page, as in the following example. 
Sofa 
I Camera! 
